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The structural and electronic properties of CrO3 interacting with graphene layer are calculated using ab
initio methods based on the density functional theory. The CrO3 acts as an electron acceptor modifying the
original electronic and magnetic properties of the graphene surface through an adsorption process. The changes
induced in the electronic properties are strongly dependent on the CrO3 adsorption site, and for some sites, it
is possible to open a gap in the electronic band structure. Spin polarization effects are also predicted for some
adsorption configurations for which the binding energy is lower and charge transfer is higher.
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Nanostructured carbon-based materials exhibit remark-
able electronic properties making them promising materials
to be used in a wide range of technological applications,
including a possible carbon-based electronics in a near
future.1 Graphene, a single atom thick layer, is considered
the mother structure of all sp2 nanostructured carbon �such
as fullerenes, carbon nanotubes, and ribbons�, and its elec-
tronic structure has been theoretically investigated since
1947.2 A breakthrough in carbon science was the recent ob-
servation of graphene single layer that was obtained by mi-
cromechanical cleavage of graphite.3,4 The linear electronic
band structure at the corner of the Brillouin zone where there
is a band crossing between the conduction and valence bands
is responsible for striking physical properties, such as ballis-
tic transport,4 and quantum Hall effect at room temperature5,6

and typical relativistic phenomena, such as Berry’s phase and
Klein paradox, as a consequence of massless Dirac fermions.
The chemical stability, scalability, and the complete compat-
ibility of graphene with current semiconductor technology
pave the way for the next generation of devices operating
with a carbon-based electronic.

The possibility of tailoring the electronic properties �type
and number of carriers� of graphene is important not only for
basic studies but also for further optimization of their appli-
cations mainly as nanoscale based sensors or spin filter
devices.7–11 The electronic properties can be tuned either by
carrying out donor and/or acceptor doping experiments or by
applying a gate bias voltage.9,12 The electric field polariza-
tion and the electronegativity of the doping species modify
the carrier type �electron or hole� and carrier concentration at
the Dirac point affecting the electronic structure and conse-
quently the transport properties of graphene to a large extent.
In this regard, a recent experimental work by Schedin et al.9

fabricated and operated a single molecule based sensor. The
authors show, through measurements of quantum Hall effect,
that NO2, H2O, and iodine act as electron acceptors whereas
NH3, CO, and ethanol present electron donor behavior on the
graphene surface. These results were recently confirmed
through theoretical calculations.13 It has also been suggested
that different from normal semiconductors, doping in
graphene is strongly dependent on the magnetic moment of
the adsorbates.12 These predictions point out to an interesting
relationship between local magnetic moments and doping ef-

fects. Therefore, by studying the doping species in a con-
trolled way, it is possible to access how specific chemical
species perturb the graphene electronic band structure and
how this impacts their physical properties such as magneto-
optical and transport behavior.9,11 In addition, the minimum
conductivity problem in graphene is a typical phenomenon
of zero band gap electronic structure, and this has introduced
drawbacks for developing a graphene-based electronics. Car-
bon ribbons have been proposed as one of the solutions for
the minimum conductivity problem because, in general, its
band structure exhibits a gap.14,15 The gap engineering can
also be achieved through doping �covalent functionalization�
the graphene layer with chemical species16 since the doping
can induce a gap opening because of the A-B sublattice sym-
metry breaking. Therefore, the gap engineering in graphene
is a hot topic and this has been exploited either by changing
the geometry of ribbons or by interaction with substrate.14,17

The possibility to induce a gap in graphene through chemical
doping has not yet been exploited.

In this work, the electronic properties of a single graphene
layer interacting with CrO3 molecules are analyzed through
ab initio based calculations, and we predict that is possible to
get both gap opening and spin polarization by this function-
alization process. A single graphene layer is a unique system
regarding the surface to volume ratio because it is solely
surface and this opens up the possibility of using CrO3 inter-
calated graphene systems for the oxidation of primary alco-
hols. Our calculations shown that CrO3 molecule �a model
for strongly oxidizing molecules� chemically binds to
graphene surface and the electronic properties of the original
graphene are modified by charge transfer from graphene to
this molecule leading the CrO3 molecule acts as an electron
acceptor with a similar behavior observed and predicted
for CrO3 interacting with single-wall carbon nanotubes
�SWNTs�.18 The effect of curvature on the adsorption of this
molecule on carbon hexagonal lattice is also discussed.

First principles density functional theory has been em-
ployed to investigate electronic and structural properties of
graphene interacting with CrO3 molecule.19 The SIESTA code
is used,20,21 which performs fully self-consistent calculations
solving the spin polarized Kohn-Sham equations.22 For the
exchange and correlation terms, generalized gradient ap-
proximation with the parametrization of Perdew et al. is
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used.23 The interaction between ionic cores and valence elec-
trons is described by norm conserving pseudopotentials24 in
the Kleinman-Bylander form.25 The Kohn-Sham orbitals are
represented with a linear combination of pseudoatomic orbit-
als with a double zeta basis set plus polarization function.21

A cutoff of 200 Ry for the grid integration is used to repre-
sent the charge density. A 5�5�1 Monkhorst-Pack grid is
employed for the Brillouin zone integration,26 which was
shown to represent correctly their properties for the present
system.27

The periodic boundary conditions and a supercell ap-
proximation are used. The supercell has 32 carbon atoms for
a single graphene surface in a hexagonal lattice. The struc-
tural optimizations were performed using a conjugated gra-
dient procedure, and atomic positions of the structure are
relaxed until all the force components are smaller than
0.05 eV /Å.

Different configurations of CrO3 adsorption to the
graphene layer were considered in our calculations, and the
most stable arrangements are shown �top and side views� in
Figs. 1�a�–1�e�. The configuration shown in Fig. 1�a� was
predicted to be the most stable, with a Cr-C distance of about

2.32 Å, while in the configuration shown in Fig. 1�e�, the
O–C bond length is about 2.95 Å. In Table I, we list the
closest distances of Cr–C and O–C for different configura-
tions shown in Fig. 1.

The binding energies �EB� for the studied systems are cal-
culated using the basis set superposition error.28 This correc-
tion is done through the counterpoise method using “ghost”
atoms, as the following equation:

EB = − �ET�graphene + CrO3� − ET�grapheneghost + CrO3�

− ET�graphene + �CrO3�ghost�� , �1�

where ET�graphene+CrO3� is the total energy of the system.
The ghost molecule and/or graphene corresponds to addi-
tional basis wave functions centered at the position of the
CrO3 molecule or the single layer graphene, but without any
atomic potential.

The binding energies obtained for the different adsorption
sites of CrO3 on the graphene surface are listed in Table I.
These results pointed out to either a physical or chemical
interaction between CrO3 and graphene, which are strongly
dependent on the interaction site. For comparison sake, we
also calculated the binding energy for the configuration
shown in Fig. 1�a� with local density approximation �LDA�
as parametrized by Ceperley and Alder,29 and we obtained
2.36 eV. This upper bond value is expected since LDA is a
well-known methodology which overestimates the binding
energies. The transition metal atom �Cr� is preferentially
bonded to the carbon atom of the graphene layer promoting
an sp3-like hybridization �there is a small bump of 0.1 Å� of
the carbon atom from the graphene surface. The Mülliken
population was analyzed and used for all studied configura-
tions to predict the electronic charge transfer from the
graphene surface to the CrO3 molecule. The graphene carbon
atoms donate 0.17e and 0.20e to the CrO3 molecule for the
configurations of Fig. 1�a� and Fig. 1�e�, respectively. The
charge transfer on these cases occurs due to the chemical or
physical adsorption of the Cr or O atoms with the carbon
atoms of the graphene layer as observed on the binding en-
ergy values. We should point out that the Mülliken popula-
tion does not supply a trustworthy number to charge transfer,
but it indicates the trend and correct order of the charge
transfer process. Then, the CrO3 molecule behaves as an
electron acceptor when interacting with the graphene layer
similar to what was observed for CrO3 adsorption on SWNT
surface.18

(d) (e)

FIG. 1. �Color online� Top and side views of the most stable
configurations for the CrO3 interacting with graphene layer.

TABLE I. Binding energies �EB�, minimal distances, and charge transfer calculated for different adsorp-
tion sites of CrO3 on graphene layer, as shown in Fig. 1. The minus sign in the charge transfer values
indicates that the CrO3 molecule receive electronic charge.

Configuration
from Fig. 1

EB

�eV�
d�Cr-C�

Å
d�O-C�

Å
Charge transfer

to CrO3 �e�
Electronic

configuration

�a� 1.01 2.32 ¯ −0.17 Semiconducting

�b� 0.91 2.33 ¯ −0.15 Semiconducting

�c� 0.56 2.80 ¯ −0.11 Semimetal

�d� 0.49 2.82 ¯ −0.10 Semimetal

�e� 0.25 ¯ 2.95 −0.20 Metal
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The calculated electronic band structures are presented for
the pristine single graphene layer �Fig. 2�a�� and for CrO3
adsorbed on graphene �Figs. 2�b�–2�d�� in the most stable
configurations shown in Figs. 1�a�, 1�c�, and 1�e�. It is clear
that the CrO3 adsorption sites and orientation of the mol-
ecules affect the electronic properties of graphene being
more pronounced for the adsorption sites shown in Fig. 1�a�.
The binding of CrO3 molecule lifts the degeneracy of the
band crossing close to the Fermi level, thus inducing a gap
opening of about 0.12 eV at the Dirac point, which connects
the valence and conduction bands at the zone edge. This gap
opening is due to the breaking of graphene mirror symmetry
which breaks the A-B sublattice symmetry. In order to ob-
serve this gap opening, it is need to functionalize only one
sublattice. For the configuration shown in Fig. 1�b�, the elec-
tronic behavior is similar to Fig. 2�b�. In contrast, for the
other configurations �Figs. 1�c�–1�e��, the band crossing is
preserved leaving the system semimetal at 0 K. For the �Fig.
1�c�� configuration, the system remains metallic �see Fig.
2�c��, with dispersionless levels of the CrO3 molecule on the
valence and conduction bands. In this case �Fig. 2�d��, the
majority �solid lines� and minority �dotted lines� carriers
coming from Cr 3d levels are nondegenerated and located on
the valence and conduction bands. Compared with the ad-
sorption, we observe that the most stable adsorption site
changes the electronic properties due to the strong hybridiza-
tion between the molecule and graphene levels. It is also
interesting to observe the downshift of the Fermi level result-
ing from the charge transfer from the graphene to the CrO3
molecule. These shifts relative to the pristine graphene are
approximately 0.69, 0.64, and 0.8 eV shown in Figs. 2�b�,
2�c�, and 2�d�, respectively. From all the studied configura-
tions, only the site with the CrO3 adsorbed on the graphene
surface, as shown in Fig. 1�e�, presents spin polarization of

0.4�B. This spin polarization can be understood in terms of
redistribution of the electronic charge due to the interaction
of the O atoms of the CrO3 molecule and the graphene sur-
face. In this case, a flat electronic level is located near the
Fermi level �Fig. 2�d��, which is characteristic of the CrO3

molecule.
We should point out that the splitting in majority and

minority levels is a consequence that local magnetic moment
occurs for the less interacting system in terms of binding
energies. However, this configuration is the one that presents
larger charge transfer effects thus suggesting that magnetism
plays a crucial role in doping level.12

In Figs. 3�a�, 3�b�, and 3�c�, the plots for the localized
density of states �LDOS� of CrO3 adsorbed on the graphene
surface for the most stable configuration �shown in Fig. 1�a��
are presented for the electronic levels located about 0.8,
−1.2, and −1.8 eV, respectively. From these LDOS plots, we
observe the hybridization of the molecule levels with the
carbon levels from the graphene layer. This hybridization
state is reflected in both binding energies and charge transfer
values.

By comparing the adsorption of the CrO3 molecule on
graphene with adsorption on �8,0� SWNT surfaces,18 it is
observed that the curvature effect is a crucial point to in-
crease the adsorption of CrO3 on the carbon hexagonal lat-
tice. The binding energy increases by 0.4 eV for the mol-
ecule adsorbed on the inner or outer surface of the nanotube
�1.4 eV for both configurations� compared with the most
stable configuration on the graphene surface �1.01 eV�. This
effect is relevant when it is considered the real curved con-
figuration �ripples� of the graphene layers,7 which will in-
crease the efficiency of the molecule adsorption on the hex-
agonal carbon structures depending of the local curvature
parameters.

In summary, the electronic properties of the CrO3 mol-
ecule adsorbed on the graphene single layer were analyzed
through first principles calculations. It is observed that the
electronic properties and the charge transfer process are very
sensitive to the CrO3 adsorption site and also to the orienta-
tion of the molecule. This behavior is different from what
was predicted by Leenaerts et al.13 for other molecules,
where the interaction is not very sensitive to the adsorption
site being only dependent on the molecule orientation with
respect to the graphene surface. The CrO3 molecule interacts
through a chemisorption or physisorption regime on the
graphene surface depending on the adsorption site, indicating

FIG. 2. �Color online� Electronic band structures for �a� pristine
and for ��b�, �c�, and �d�� different configurations of CrO3 adsorbed
on graphene single layer, which correspond to the configurations
shown in Figs. 1�a�, 1�c�, and 1�e�, respectively. The �d� case has
the filled and dotted lines corresponding, respectively, to the major-
ity and minority spin levels. The horizontal dashed lines correspond
to the Fermi energy.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Plots for the charge isosurface of the
CrO3 interacting with graphene. The plots are for the electronic
configuration presented in Fig. 2�b�, located around �a� 0.8 eV, �b�
−1.2 eV, and �c� −1.8 eV.
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possible routes for using doped graphene layer as platform
for carbon-based electronics since it is possible to engineer
the gap and overcome the minimum conductivity problem.
Furthermore, the sensitivity of electronic structure toward
doping makes the graphene a potential material for chemical
sensors owing to their exceptionally high surface to volume
ratio.
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